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Large scale molecular-dynamics simulations have been carried out that are especially designed
to explore the intermediate region of the (k, rv) plane of simple Suids, in order to bridge the gap
between the hydrodynamics and kinetic domains; the gap is, unfortunately, unreachable by present
light and neutron scattering techniques. The density Suctuations were obtained in a wide range of
wave vectors and frequencies, i.e., 0 007.& [k (L ')] & 0.4 and 0.006 & [ar (THz)] & 100, respectively,
for a state point of Ar close to solidi6cation. The dynamical structure factors are analyzed under
linearised hydrodynamics assumptions, and the departure from such behavior is studied through
sound damping factor and the Landau-Placzec ratio for k & 0.15 A . The deviations of the
thermal damping factors appear at k & 0.05 A. , which can be described in terms of the Fixman
correction with a correlation length of 15 A. The dispersion curve of the sound peak gives an
adiabatic sound velocity slightly smaller than the one obtained from thermodynamic derivatives, in
qualitative agreement with light scattering data.

PACS number(s): 61.20.3a, 61.20.Lc, 61.25.Bi

I. INTRODUCTION

The usual point of departure for the study of the micro-
scopic dynamics of simple fiuids [1] involves the definition
of different spatial and time domains. Such an artificial
division arises from assumptions built-in within current
theoretical approaches, such as linearized hydrodynam-
ics or kinetic theories, or &om limitations of present day
computer and scattering experiments. Each technique
provides dynamical information in a narrow spatial or
time window, covering a small area of the wave vector
and frequency plane (k, ur) of the system [1]. For long
wavelength and low frequency the liquid (k « k, and
u &( u, where u, is the characteristic fxequency of the
order of the reciprocal collision time 10 ~ sec and k,
is the characteristic wavelength of the order of the in-
termolecular distance 1 A.) can be adequately described
by the equations of the linearized hydrodynamics [1]. In
such a limit, the Quid behaves like an elastic continuum
and the only input required for the calculation of the re-
sponse functions is the thermophysical properties of the
Quid at equilibrium, which are obtained &om direct ex-
periments or calculations. The Fourier spectra S(k, u)
of the intermediate scattering function, which gives the
time correlation functions of density Buctuations, of liq-
uid argon were obtained from light scattering (LS) tech-
niques [2] showing the triplet Rayleigh-Brillouin peaks,
and since k & 0.002 A i the results were analyzed with
linearized hydrodynamics. In the opposite limit, the re-
gion of wave vectors comparable with intermolecular sep-

arations, i.e., k & 0.2 A. i up to k„was studied for the
same fiuid by neutron scattering (NS) techniques [3,4]
and by molecular-dynamics simulation (MD) through
modeling the bulk liquid with a sample of the order of 10s
particles enclosed in a cubic box with periodic boundary
conditions (PBC's) [5—7]. Classical neutron scattering
experiments in liquids such as Rb, Pb, or Ne evidenced
the presence of the hydrodynamic modes for Ic ) 0.15

, showing diferent damping coefficients whose k de-
pendence is not completely understood [1]. The neutron
and computer results for liquid argon [3,5—7] generated
substantial controversies since the absence of well defined
excitations within the allowed kinematic range did not
allow a model-&ee assessment regarding the presence of
propagating density Buctuations at these length scales.
However, the analysis of the experimental S(k, ar) data
in terms of either kinetic theory [3] or generalized hy-
drodynamics (i.e., allowing a wave vector and frequency
dependence for the transport coefficients) [6] evidenced
the presence of an inelastic, albeit strongly damped, re-
sponse. Recent developments in neutron Brillouin scat-
teri.ng have allowed the measurement of propagating den-
sity Buctuations in dense argon gas at high temperature
and densities (0.25 and 0.65 times the critical values)

[4] and enabled the exploration of the range of k values,
where a description in terms of linearized hydrodyne~~cs
holds, evidence a smooth crossover &om hydrodynamic
to kinetic regimes. The aim of this paper is twofold: first,
to explore the capability of MD techniques for studying
density Buctuations of simple liquids according the spa-
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tial range covered by the experimental window of LS and
NS techniques, 0.005 ( [k (A. ~)] ( 0.15 (it has to be
assessed whether the relaxation time of density Buctua-
tions at those low wave vectors is smaller than the dura-
tion of the simulation run), and second, to characterize
the departure from the linearized hydrodynamics of the
dynaxnics structure factor of simple liquids at high densi-
ties by using independent measurements of the necessary
thermophysical properties.

II. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

V( )
Vr,J(r) —Vr,g(r, ),
0,

Vr, g (r) = 4e (cr/r) —(o/r) (2.1)

We have modeled the liquid by enclosing 5184 atoms in
a rectangular parallelepiped of volume 824.88 x 17.18 x
17.18 As with PBC's; in such a system we have collected
the data to calculate the time correlation functions of
density fiuctuations. On the other hand, the thermody-
namic and transport properties were obtained froxn sxnall

systems, 256 atoms enclosed in a cubic box of side length
22.9 A with PBC's. The particles interact through a
shifted Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential [8]

equilibration part of the MD simulations the velocities
of the atoms were scaled to achieve an average reduced
temperature (T' = k~T/e) of 0.97. We have modeled a
thermodynamic state of liquid Ar close to the density
of 0.0216 A. and temperature of 120 K, which was mea-
sured in exhaustive experiments of neutron scattering [3],
covering large wave vectors, i.e., 0.42 ( [k (A. ~)] ( 2.22.

For saving computing time in the large sample we have
divided the system in diferent cells along the larger side
of the simulation box (x direction). The length of such
cells in the x direction is chosen to be slightly greater
than r . Therefore a particle in a cell will only interact
with particles belonging to the same cell and particles
belonging to the two next-neighbor cells. After the par-
ticle positions are updated the list of the particles in each
cell xnust be updated to account for positional changes.
During the integration of the equations of motion in the
difFerent MD runs we calculated the Fourier components
of the microscopic number density, the six independent
components of the stress tensor and the three compo-
nents of the energy current, and kept them for later anal-
ysis. The length of the MD run in the large system was
2.5 ns and for the small one 20 runs of 1—2 ns were per-
formed. The Monte Carlo (MC) NPT data were ob-
tained from 10 independent runs of 8000 MC steps, i.e.,
each MC step move implies the random motion of each
particle and one attempt of changing the volume.

The parameters o, e, and 7 = (mcr2/e) define the
length, energy, and time nnits, respectively. The po-
tential is cut oK at r, = 2.5o, i.e., no particles inter-
act beyond this range. We model the dynamics of real
ssAr atoms by choosing the standard set o = 3.405 L,
e = 119.8k~, and 7 = 2.047 ps. The integration of the
equations of motion was performed in the microcanon-
ical ensemble (NVE ensemble) by using the leap-frog
algorithm [8]. The thermodynamic derivatives such as
heat capacities and isotherxnal compressibility were ob-
tained from Monte Carlo (NPT ensemble) simulations

[8] on the small sample. The initial configuration was
obtained from xnelting a fcc structure, and during the

III. RESULTS

The basic thermophysical quantities calculated from
MD and MC runs are shown in Table I together with ex-
perimental data of argon for a close thermodynamic state
[3]. The heat capacities at constant volume were obtained
from fiuctuations of the kinetic energy into the MD NVE
runs and those corresponding to constant pressure as well
as the isothermal compressibility from Buctuations of the
enthalpy and the volume into the MC NPT runs. The
isothermal compressibility shows good agreement with
the extrapolated value of the structure factor S(k) at the

TABLE I. Thermophysical properties of Ar liquid and the LJ model at a thermodynamic state
near solidi6cation conditions. The results of actual argon were obtained from Table IV of van WeQ

et al. [3] and for the model we obtain them f'rom several independent MD NVE and MC 1VPT
simulation runs.

"Ar
27
120
195
6.90
2.17
8.9

824(8)
15.4(5)
30(3)
8.2(2)
20(2)

0.49(1)

The value of pressure is corrected corresponding to the full

Ar
39
120
201
6.70
2.04
7.2

886(9)
17.4(5)
31(3)
8.9(3)
21(2)

0.43(1)

LJ potential.

LJ ( Ar)
64(2)
116(4)

213
6.70(2)
1.90(2)
4.2(1)

1110(20)
22(2)
38(5)
7.7(7)
19(2)

0.26(2)
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p (k, t) = ) exp [ i k r, (t—)], (3.1)

lowest wave vectors. The transport coeKcients were ob-
tained from Kubo relations [1], from the analysis of the
correlation functions of the stress tensor, and &om en-

ergy current components; see Table I. The slow decays
of the long tail and the low signal to noise ratio of those
correlation functions at large times required several inde-
pendent MD AVE rn~s for maintaining the statistical er-
ror within reasonable boundaries. Those properties were
used to obtain the necessary parameters for a linearized
hydrodynamic description of the density Buctuations.

%e have obtained the intermediate scattering func-
tion Fg(k, t) from the correlation function of the instan-
taneous microscopic density along the x direction, the
largest side of the box,

1
Fg (k, t) = —(p (k, t) p (—k, 0)),

where r z(t) denotes the x coordinate of the particle j
and the angular brackets denote an equilibrium ensem-
ble average. The wave vectors k were defined along the x
axis, as k„= 2mn/L, and the integers n were chosen in
the range 1—48, which covers the k domain of 0.007 ( [k
(A. )] ( 0.366, just the spatial range in between the
light and neutron scattering experiments. In Fig. 1 the
Fg(k, t) are shown for several k values, evidencing the si-
nusoidal features of the sound mode at low k values, and
when k increases, that mode becomes highly damped and
indistinguishable &om the thermal one. Those functions
show an initially rapid decay followed by a distinctly
slower relaxation with high noise to signal ratio which
bounds the time window of this "numerical" experiment.
The Fourier transform of Fg(k, t) functions gives the co-
herent dynamical structure functions
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+oo
S (k, u)) = — dt exp (—i(ut) Fg (k, t), (3.3)

27r

which is directly accessible in scattering experiments.
The spectra obtained (see Fig. 2) fulfill the second mo-
inent condition (tvz) = (vok)z [1],where ve is the thermal
velocity, but the evaluation of the fourth &equency mo-
ment m4 was hindered by statistical noise in the data
at high frequencies. %e have fitted the spectra to the
three peaks according the linearized hydrodynamic de-

scription, neglecting, according to the experimental un-

certainty, the small non-Lorentzian contribution [1] and
given by

S (k) I'~ —I ~ 2r, k'
S k, (u

) A&2+ (I'tk2)

1 ( I', k2

~ ~(-+-.)'+ (~.k )'

2 4 6 8

r.k2

(ur —ur, ) + (I',k') )
(3 4)

0.03

0.0)

I

0 0,5
I
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FIG. 1. Intermediate scattering function Fs(k, t) at difFer-

ent wave vectors: (a) k=0.038, (b) k=0.122, and (c) k=0.366
in A. units. The time is given in reduced units t' = t/~.

where S(k) denotes the static structure factor, p the ratio
of heat capacities, Fq ——A/(pc~) the thermal difFusivity, A

the thermal conductivity, c„ the specific heat at constant
pressure, ~, = c,k, I', = [iIi + (p —l)l'i]/2 the disper-
sion relation of the sound mode, c, = pk~T/ [mS(0)]
the adiabatic speed of sound, S(0) the zero-k limit of
the S(k) obtained from the isothermal compressibility
AT

——S(0)/(pk~T) the sound damping factor, iIi

[iI„+(3/4)q, ] the longitudinal viscosity, g„ the bulk vis-
cosity, and g, the shear viscosity. The paraxneters of
the fitted Lorentzians are shown together with the theo-
retical predictions [i.e., parameters of Eq. (3.4) obtained
&om the corresponding thermophysical properties shown
in Table I] in Figs. 3—5. In Fig. 3 we display the sound fre-
quency u(k) as a function of k, which shows good agree-
ment with theory kom the adiabatic speed of sound of
the LJ model in all range of wave vectors studied, with
a slight deviation towards smaller values in good agree-
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FIG. 2. Dynamic structure factor S(k, u)
[as obtained by a Fourier transform of the
Eq(k, t) functions of difFerent wave vectors]:
(a) k=0.0076, (b) k=0.038, (c) k=0.122, and
(d) k=0.366 in A units. The dashed lines
show the two Stted Lorentzians. The fre-
quency is given in r units.
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ment with earlier Brillouin scattering data of liquid argon
[2]. The LJ model shows a slightly larger speed of sound,
or smaller compressibility, than actual argon [3], which
could explain the deviations observed in the dispersion
curve from earlier MD simulations [7]. The k dependence
of the width of the sound peak (see Fig. 4) agrees within
the experimental error with theoretical predictions up to
k & 0.15 A. ~. In that range the behavior of the sound
damping factor seems to tend toward a linear dependence
on k, also observed in the width of real argon at k ( 1.2

[3]. Although the experimental resolution of the
spectra is degraded at the lowest values or the wave vec-
tors, a deviation of the linear behavior in the Rayleigh
peak width divided by k for k ) 0.05 A. ~ can be seen
in Fig. 4. The damping of the thermal mode observed
by experiment is larger than what can be expected &om
linearized hydrodynamics. Only in the vicinity of the
critical points a similar behavior has been reported by
LS techniques [9]. Such deviations can be accounted by
the Fixman correction [10], which was originally derived
by modifying the hydrodynamic equations by inclusion of
the correlations of density between neighboring volume
elements. The resulting linewidth divided by the wave

vector thus gives

rk = r, k (I+g'k') /(I +('k'/p), (3.5)

where ( is interpreted as a correlation length. The ex-
perimental values agree with Eq. (3.5) for wave vectors
up to 0.1.5 A. ~ and by using a correlation length of 15
A. , close to the limit where we can observe the structure
of the pair distribution function of the Quid. At large
wave vectors we observe a crossover towards a linear be-
havior of the line width. The intensity ratio of the two
peaks gives some information about the wave vector de-
pendence of the heat capacities ratio; see Fig. 5. In the
middle range of the region studied, k & 0.2 A ~, we
observe good agreement with the theory; the deviations
down to k & 0.035 L ~ are within the experimental un-
certainty of the dynamic structure factor given the low
signal to noise ratio.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Vfe have performed large scale MD and MC simula-
tions on a LJ Quid modeling real liquid Ar with the
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FIG. 3. Parameters of the linearized hydrodynamic model:
peak position cu, of the sound mode. Dots show the Stted pa-
rameters from S(k, ru) and the line the theoretical prediction.

FIG. 4. Parameters of the linearized hydrodynamic model:
widths of the Rayleigh-Brillouin peaks. Open circles and dots
show the Stted parameters from S(k, ug) of the widths of the
Brillouin and Rayleigh peaks, respectively. The continuous
line shows the theoretical predictions and the dashed line the
Fixman modiScation, given in Eq. (3.5).
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FIG. 5. Parameters of the linearized hydrodynamic model:
ratio of the Rayleigh to Brillouin peak. Dots show the ratio
from the fitted parameters and the dashed line the theoretical
prediction.
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goal of measuring the departure Erom the linearized hy-
drodynamics of the density Buctuations at wave vectors
outside the window reachable by light and neutron scat-
tering experiments. By using a large parallelepiped box,
whose largest side is S25 A, we have linked the spatial
range covered by those scattering techniques, which by
combining numerical and scattering results leads us to
reach dynamical information of the Quid in a wide area of
the (lc, tu) plane. The intermediate coherent functions ob-
tained show the two contributions corresponding to ther-
mal and sound modes. At large wave vectors the sound

mode becomes indistinguishable kom the thermal one.
The linearized hydrodynamics using the thermophysical
properties obtained can almost explain the wave vector
dependence of the numerical spectra after 6tting them
to the two Lorentzian descriptions. We observe a small
deviation of the dispersion relation of the sound mode
with respect to the theoretical predictions. The width
of the thermal is also larger than the values predicted
by linearized hydrodynamics, although the deviations at
k & 0.15 A can be accounted for by the Fixman correc-
tion, with a correlation length of 15 A.. A better quanti-
tative description of those deviations leads us to increase
the scale of the simulation, in order to reduce the statis-
tical uncertainties, i.e., the signal to noise ratio of the in-
termediate scattering functions at low wave vectors. This
is our next project, together with exploring the in8uence
of the thermodynamic state of the Quid into density Buc-
tuations in the intermediate region of the (k, to) plane.
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